According to the recent changes a group of customers were also given a right to own micro generator.

Net metering rules that enable customer to store generated electricity in the distribution network and utilize it whenever necessary similarly apply to such case as well. The main difference is only in the connection of the micro generator.

Whenever customers wants to have a joint micro generator e.g solar panel it should be connected to the distribution network. As a result energy generated by the micro generation power plant will flow to the distribution network via invertor and reverse meter and will be supplied to the customers from the distribution network. The rules envisage existence of only that kind of customer groups that are supplied from the same transformer of the distribution company. Hereby, adding a new member or substitution of existing member with a new one is possible if the seekers apply the distribution companies with the respective request.

Group members may agree on an acceptable model of the distribution of the generated electricity and submit it to the distribution company. Whenever such agreement doesn’t exist generated electricity is distributed equally to each member of the group.